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Abstract. Context-aware recommender systems (CARS) use context data to 
enhance their recommendation outcomes by providing more personalized 
recommendations. Context modelling is a basic procedure towards this 
direction since it models the contextual parameters to be used during the 
recommendation process. Most literature works however build domain specific 
contextual models that only represent information of a particular domain, 
excluding the possibility of model sharing and reuse among other CARS. In this 
paper we focus on this issue and study whether a more generic modelling 
approach can be applied for CARS. We discuss a possible solution and show 
through literature review on relevant systems that the proposed solution has not 
yet been applied. Next, we present a novel generic contextual modelling 
framework for CARS, discuss its advantages and evaluate it. 
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1 Introduction 

According to Adomavicius and colleagues [1, 2] important research issues related to 
Context-Aware Recommender Systems (CARS) have to do with contextual 
modelling, more important of which are how to model the context in order for a 
CARS to be able to use contextual information directly in (or prior/after) the 
recommendation process, and develop appropriate methods - or extend existing 2 
dimensional ones (2D) to multidimensional (MD) - in order to include more 
dimensions than the user and item (i.e. the context) in the recommendation process. 
All aforementioned, as well as more challenges require that the context has been 
appropriately modeled. 

Another critical contextual modelling issue has to do with the most common 
practice followed in recommender systems that model the context: developing domain 
specific models that only represent information of the particular application domain 
(e.g. music, restaurants nearby). Domain specific models cannot be applied in other 
domains, while most of them are also application specific, meaning that they cannot 
be applied to other recommenders even of the same application domain. By 
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constructing application specific contextual models, many different and very specific 
models are produced with no reuse and sharing capabilities. Moreover, developers 
and researchers struggle to design their own models as they think appropriate and 
according to their own knowledge and skills, with no reference model to use, no 
guidance and strictly based on the application at hand, often resulting in the 
production of overspecialized, inefficient and incomplete contextual models. 

We argue that the above contextual modelling problems can be addressed to some 
extent by defining a generic, abstracted contextual modelling framework for CARS: a 
model template in essence that will be able to uniformly model the most important 
contextual parameters for these systems and provide a good, solid reference to 
developers who will be able to use the framework and extend it both at model level 
and code level in order to build their own application driven models. Developers will 
be guided by the modelling framework, and through its objects, properties and 
relations, will be directed towards a more efficient, effective and correct selection and 
usage of context properties for their own application model. Moreover, the framework 
will introduce developers to modern concepts derived by CARS research that might 
not be familiar with, such as the “context dependent rating data” [5], the “supposed 
context” [3], the “static/dynamic context”, the “context weights”, etc., as well as the 
role such concepts can play in a context model and a recommendation process. 

Researchers will benefit as well from such a contextual modelling framework for 
CARS. The framework will provide a spherical view of CARS research and its 
concepts, assisting new researchers in understanding these concepts, as well as 
research problems, issues and challenges. The modelling framework will inevitably 
project any inconsistencies that might occur after an addition of a new concept, and 
therefore model corrections after additions will be made easier. The most important 
advantage though of using a generic contextual modelling framework is that 
following research works can be based on this abstracted framework, enhance and 
extend it in order to solve important contextual modelling problems in CARS 
research, while avoiding the risk of being over-focused on a particular domain. 

This work, through the bibliographic review of section 2, shows that a generic 
contextual model, model template or modelling framework for CARS does not exist 
in the bibliography, and proceeds with our first attempt towards this goal. In 
particular, section 3 provides our first attempt to design and build a generic contextual 
modelling framework for CARS. In section 4 we theoretically evaluate the proposed 
framework by using existing works from the CARS literature, showing how the 
framework can be used to model application specific CARS and novel research 
modelling methods. Section 5 completes the paper with conclusions and future work. 

2 Related Work 

In order to infer whether any attempts towards a generic contextual model for CARS 
exist in the bibliography, we have reviewed recommender systems that use contextual 
and conceptual models. Towards this direction, a number of CARS have been 
reviewed, as well as semantic recommender systems, since many semantic 
recommenders use semantics to model information, including the context. The review 
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was focused on whether the contextual or conceptual model used was application 
specific or generic. To better define the terms “application specific” and “generic”, we 
use the definition of Peis [18]. Peis and colleagues classify semantic recommenders as 
generic recommender systems those that do not focus extensively on a particular 
domain and as domain specific recommenders those that do. Examples of each class 
of recommenders can be found at [18]. Peis’s categorization into generic and domain 
specific can be applied to all semantic and context aware recommenders: such 
systems either apply to some generic application area (generic systems), such as 
recommendation of products, web services, etc. or apply to a particular domain 
(domain specific systems) such as recommendation of movies, books, etc. In this 
work, we categorize systems as generic and domain specific based on Peis’s 
categorization, with one additional condition: we also categorize systems that attempt 
to facilitate any application specific domain as generic recommenders. 

Our review revealed that most CARS and semantic recommenders in the literature 
are domain specific, which confirms our initial statement [4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 19, 20,  
21, 23]. Unfortunately, the models derived from such works cannot be applied for use 
in other domains. A number of generic recommenders also exists [10, 13, 16, 22] that 
either apply to some generic application area, or can be applied to more than one 
domain by linking domain specific ontologies to their own data and knowledge pool 
in order to gain domain-aware knowledge and provide domain-aware functionality. 
One of the most representative examples of a generic recommender system is the one 
of Loizou and Dasmahapatra [15], who propose a generic, abstracted model in the 
form of an ontology which could be used by many different types of recommender 
systems and which ontologically models, not only data and context, but also the 
recommendation process. 

 

Fig. 1. How conceptual models for recommender systems move from application specific to 
generic  

Although some of the semantic and contextual models try to be more generic, the 
majority represent information that either concern particular application domains (e.g. 
tourism, movies, museums), or more abstracted domains (e.g. products in general, 
web services, e-learning, etc.). Moreover, a common practice is to use general 
purpose ontologies for facilitating sharing and reuse among semantic recommenders. 
The aforementioned are depicted in Fig. 1. Lower are shown conceptual models of 
recommender systems that are application specific. A step higher, but still application 
specific are conceptual models that can be adopted by a number of recommenders 
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such as web service recommendations, e-learning recommendations, etc. Examples of 
generic conceptual models are the general purpose ontologies, which truly facilitate 
sharing and reuse among many recommenders. 

3 A Generic Contextual Modelling Framework for Cars 

To the best of our knowledge no attempts have been made towards developing a truly 
generic contextual model for CARS that will define the basic contextual entities of 
such systems, their properties and associations so that CARS will be able to extend 
this model to construct application specific models for the needs of the application at 
hand. A generic contextual model would simplify the process of contextual modelling 
in CARS and enable context uniformity, share and reuse. Moreover, it would 
introduce developers and new researchers to important concepts of CARS research in 
order to assist them in building more effective context-aware recommenders, while 
researchers will be aided by using the model to apply their solutions to research 
problems relevant to CARS context modelling. Fig. 1 displays the generic nature of 
the proposed contextual model (“Context-awareness model”). The model has to be 
generic enough to be able to describe any contextual definition related to CARS. In 
this work we propose such a model in the form of a modelling framework. 

3.1 The Modelling Framework 

The modelling framework is essentially a model template, which itself is an 
abstracted model designed and built as a UML class diagram by using the Eclipse 
Modeling Framework (EMF) [12]. EMF is a Java framework and code generation 
facility for building tools and applications based on a model. It provides the means to 
transform a model into customizable Java code. After designing our framework as an 
EMF model, we have used the EMF generator to create a corresponding set of Java 
implementation classes. We have used the EMF tool for three main reasons: (i) so that 
our framework could be easily transformed into Java code in order to be used by 
CARS developers in a straightforward way, (ii) in order to be highly extendable and 
customizable, since the generated code can be easily extended and modified and (iii) 
EMF provides the opportunity to edit the generated code classes by adding methods 
and variables and still be able to regenerate code from the modelling framework, as 
all additions will be preserved during the regeneration. In this way, developers are 
able not only to extend the code generated from the framework, but also to extend the 
framework as well, regardless of any code extensions that might occur before the 
framework extension. 

Fig. 2 depicts the contextual modelling framework for CARS. The boxes represent 
context entities (or classes). There exist two types of associations: the solid arrow 
from entity “a” to entity “b” (e.g. from “Context” to “itemContext”) depicts that “b” 
is a context property of “a”. The other type of arrow from “a” to “b” (e.g. from 
“itemContext” to “Item”) depicts that “a” is a subclass of, and therefore inherits  
class “b”. 
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Fig. 2. The proposed contextual modelling framework for CARS 

From top-to-bottom, the level of abstraction decreases. The top entity 
“user_item_context_rating” reflects on the fundamental concept of CARS research: to 
include the context in the recommendation process in order to result from the 2D un-
contextual recommenders: Users × Items → Ratings to the multidimensional context-
aware recommenders: Users × Items × Context → Ratings [2]. The 
“user_item_context_rating” entity represents a single complete recommendation 
process. For each recommendation attempt, a recommender must examine whether an 
item is suitable for a user in a certain context. This can be depicted through the 
question: “what is the rating a particular user would assign to a particular item under a 
certain context”? This rating score is what a recommender must calculate. Therefore, 
the “user_item_context_rating” entity has exactly one “Item”, exactly one “User” but 
one or more “Context” entities, each including a property “rating” to ensure that in 
each context a user is able to rate the same item with a different rating score. In 
CARS literature this is known as “Context dependent ratings” [5]. Such user ratings 
are assigned on items in particular contexts: a user may rate multiple times an item, 
each rating taking place in a different context. Baltrunas and colleagues [5] note that 
user preferences (and hence ratings) on items depend on the context and therefore  
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context dependent rating data on items should be available. With the aforementioned 
configuration, our modelling framework provides the means for including “Context 
dependent ratings”. 

The “Context” entity in Fig. 2 represents the context instance: the set of context 
variables with their corresponding values that constitute the context for a single 
recommendation. The “Context” entity also includes the “userFeedback” property that 
represents user feedback information for a particular recommendation. As with the 
“rating” property, “userFeedback” is unique for a particular context but many 
“userFeedback” can exist for one user and one item: in many contexts. 

Regarding the entities “Item” and “User”, from a context-awareness point of view, 
we are only interested in the context information related to the item and the user at 
hand. This context information is represented in the framework by “itemContext” and 
“userContext” entities: these entities represent any item and user related context 
information that participates in a particular context instance. “itemContext” and 
“userContext” are subclasses of “Item” and “User” classes respectively, inheriting 
their characteristics to use them as context information, as well as extending and 
overwriting information and functionality as appropriate. Similarly, “systemContext” 
represents any system related context information that participates in a particular 
context instance, while “otherContext” represents any contextual information other 
than item, user and system context (e.g. weather, time, temperature). “itemContext”, 
“userContext”, “systemContext” and “otherContext” constitute the four main context 
classes in our modelling framework and are meant to be perceived as the main 
context entities for any contextual model of CARS; any context information of any 
CARS should be able to be represented as a context property of one (or more) of the 
main context classes, as an entity of the type “contextVariable”. The entity 
“contextVariable” can be a context property of any one of the four main context 
classes (or more than one in the case where the main context classes share a 
contextual information). 

The “Context” entity may include zero or one of any of the four main context 
classes (via the corresponding associations “ChasUserContext”, “ChasItemContext”, 
“ChasSystemContext” and “ChasOtherContext” appeared to the side of “Context” in 
Fig. 2 for readability reasons); we have provided the zero possibility in the case where 
a CARS does not need to use the particular context class for any reason. 

Each of the four main context classes mentioned above includes zero or one weight 
property so that developers are able to denote the importance of each class, and by 
this provide a hierarchy about which context class(es) is(are) more important. This 
importance hierarchy is necessary to be included in the recommendation process. 

The “contextVariable” entity is positioned at the lowest level of the framework 
representing the least abstracted entity: the context variable that contains the actual 
contextual information. Each main context class has to include at least one 
“contextVariable” entity. Each “contextVariable” has a name and a value, while a 
weight property is also included in case the CARS developer would like to denote a 
particular importance for a certain variable. The property “static” refers to whether the 
context is static or dynamic (static=true/false). Static context cannot change 
dynamically (e.g. user profile information), as opposed to dynamic that can (e.g. 
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weather). Hinze and Buchanan [14] propose that context-awareness can help in 
reducing the amount of data to be accessed real time by pre-retrieving any relevant 
pre-known data, e.g. the static context. This increases efficiency. By using the “static” 
attribute, a CARS developer may assign to context variables whether they are a part 
of static or dynamic context and by that, specify a different functionality for them. 

Asoh and colleagues investigate in [3] whether the answers of users during 
questionnaires about their preferences on items differ when they are in a given 
context, as opposed to not actually being in that context but only imagine being in it 
(supposed context). Their results suggest that the ratings of users in supposed contexts 
may be different than the ratings of the same users in real contexts. Their findings are 
very important since much information about user preferences often results from user 
questionnaires on supposed contexts, meaning that these results could be proved 
misleading, even false. Back to our modelling framework, the purpose of the property 
“supposed” is to denote whether the particular context variable is a part of the 
supposed context. Since supposed context usage may negatively influence the rating 
of a user, it is very important that this type of context can be represented in any 
context model. In the case where a recommender includes many “supposed” context 
information, the recommendation results could be misleading. Thus, a context model 
has to be able to denote whether the context it represents can be fully trusted or not; 
we use the “supposed” property of each “contextVariable” entity to denote whether 
the particular context variable can be fully trusted (supposed=false) or needs caution 
(supposed=true). 

3.2 Code Generation 

The contextual modelling framework for CARS presented above can be used to 
automatically generate the Java code by using the EMF. For each of the 9 classes in 
the diagram of Fig. 2, a Java interface is created, as well as a Java implementation file 
containing the implementation code. All aforementioned files are generated 
automatically by the Eclipse tool. For example, for the class “contextVariable” a file 
contextVariable.java is created that contains the “contextVariable” interface, 
and another one named contextVariableImpl.java that contains the 
interface implementation code. contextVariable.java includes the abstracted 
methods (setter/getter), as well as the variables of the class. The 
contextVariableImpl.java includes the implementations of the abstracted 
interface methods. The automatically generated Java code can be freely extended and 
modified by developers in order to become tailored to a specific application domain. 
Developers and researchers are free to implement the abstracted methods of the 
interface as they think appropriate, modify them, as well as extend the code by adding 
new methods and variables. Moreover, the EMF provides the ability to change the 
modelling framework of Fig. 2 and regenerate the code multiple times. In the case a 
method was manually changed by the developer prior to a code regeneration, the 
EMF can be prevented from overwriting the particular method (the developer must 
remove the tag “@generated” from the particular method). 
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4 Theoretic Evaluation 

Proper evaluation of the modelling framework would require application of the 
framework in real scenarios, i.e. making the modelling framework publicly available 
and invite CARS developers to use it for their applications. The aforementioned 
would provide us with good feedback regarding the framework’s strong and weak 
points, as well as any shortfalls. Due to lack of time, we leave this as future work. In 
order to theoretically evaluate our framework, we have used three research works 
from the context-aware recommendations literature: an application specific context-
aware recommender system and two research oriented works. The aim of the theoretic 
evaluation is, on the one hand, to examine whether our generic contextual modelling 
framework for CARS is able to successfully model the context used by these systems 
and how this can be done, and on the other hand to observe whether the framework 
can be used for realizing novel research-oriented context modelling methods. 

4.1 Modelling an Application Specific CARS 

We have chosen the media recommendation system of Yu and colleagues [23] 
because the authors consider four different types of context, while most works 
consider significantly less. The four types are: content context, operating context, user 
context and terminal context. We will focus on context modelling by examining 
whether our contextual modelling framework for CARS could be used to successfully 
model the context in the particular application. According to the authors, content 
context is the context of an item, operating or situational context is the user’s current 
location, time and activity, user context consists of user preferences and terminal 
context is relevant to terminal capabilities.  

We aim to observe whether our modelling framework for CARS can be used to 
represent the four different types of context. Starting with content context, our 
framework provides the context entities “Item” and “itemContext” which can be used 
for modelling the items as follows: generic item characteristics can be assigned to 
class “Item” while strictly contextual information can be assigned to the class 
“itemContext”. Note that a context instance includes only one “Item”, one 
“itemContext” but many “contextVariable” entities representing the many pieces of 
context information related to that item. A contextual information that is assigned as 
context property to the class “itemContext” is in essence a “contextVariable” assigned 
to the class “itemContext” via the association “IChasContext” (Item Context 
hasContext). For example, to assign the contextual information “actor” to 
“itemContext”, the developer will create a “contextVariable” by the name of “actor” 
and will assign it to “itemContext” via the association “IChasContext”. The benefit of 
our approach is that any context entity represented as context variable can be assigned 
as property to any of the four main context classes of our framework, even to more 
than one. This provides developers with the freedom to assign context variables to 
main context classes as they think appropriate and according to the application at 
hand. In the case where a context variable is assigned to many context classes, then 
the developer can specify a different functionality for the particular variable according 
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to the context class currently used (e.g. context variable “user’s activity” can be 
treated differently when perceived as part of “userContext” and in another way when 
perceived as part of “systemContext”). 

The next context type is the operating or situational context that includes the user’s 
current location, time and activity. Such context type does not exist as a single entity 
in our system, since situational context can vary a great deal among different 
applications and domains. Instead, we chose to contextually model only entities that 
are well defined and not controversial among different domains. Hence, we model 
such context by denoting it as non static context in “contextVariable” entity. By this 
approach, any context information of any type can be denoted as dynamic, which is a 
developer’s decision. Regarding the work under examination, situational context is 
modeled by our framework as follows:  “user’s current location” and “user’s activity” 
are context properties under “userContext” and possibly under “systemContext” and 
“otherContext” (in case user’s current location and activity also affect system 
functionality and other events), while “time” is an “otherContext” property. Finally, 
“User preferences” are assigned under “userContext” and “terminal context” is 
assigned under “systemContext”.  

Regarding “contextVariable” properties “supposed”, “weight” and “static”, we 
assign “supposed=false”, “weight=0...10” depending on the perceived importance for 
each one of the context variables by the developer and specify “static=true” for static 
context: any contextual information regarding the item (“itemContext”, e.g. actor, 
genre, language), a part of “userContext” that is static (“User preferences”) and the 
“systemContext” which is mainly static. “static=false” is specified for dynamic 
context such as the operational/situational context (see paragraph above). 

From the above discussion we state that the proposed generic contextual modelling 
framework for CARS is able to model the context as specified by the system of Yu 
and colleagues, and result in an application specific model for media 
recommendations, which we name as “media model”. The advantage of using the 
contextual modelling framework for CARS instead of the model proposed by Yu and 
colleagues is that the resulting “media model” allows for sharing and reuse among 
various applications, and can easily be further extended and modified to suit the 
developer’s demands. Moreover, both the generic contextual modelling framework 
for CARS and the application specific “media model” can be used as reference and 
guidance by developers to implement their own application specific models for media 
recommenders. 

4.2 Modelling Research Oriented Works 

For each user u and context k, Panniello and Gorgoglione [17] define the user profile 
in context k, i.e. the contextual profile Prof(u, k). For example, if the contextual 
variable ”Season” has two values (e.g., “Winter” and “Summer”), then the authors 
assign two contextual profiles for each user, one for the winter and the other for  
the summer and use the appropriate one according to the context. Similarly,  
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Baltrunas and Amatriain [4] propose using micro-profiles of the user, which are 
snapshots of the user profile in certain time periods (e.g. morning, noon, night), 
instead of using the whole user profile (they use the time as context). By using the 
reduced time-based micro-profile of the user instead of the whole profile they manage 
to reduce the input dataset of the recommendation algorithm and thus improve 
accuracy. Both approaches are based on the same idea: using specific user profiles 
that are defined based on a particular context instance instead of using the whole user 
profile to provide recommendations. 

After studying the above contextual modelling approaches, we examined whether 
they could be successfully implemented using our generic contextual modelling 
framework for CARS. In the framework we provide researchers the ability to define 
in their models a user profile instance for a particular context instance by using the 
“userContext” entity which is directly associated with the “Context” entity (see  
Fig. 2). An instance of the context is composed of all context variables associated 
with it having a particular value. Schematically, we can say that an instance of the 
context is a “Context” entity composed of all the “contextVariable” entities associated 
to it through the four main entities “itemContext”, “userContext”, “systemContext” 
and “otherContext” (Fig. 2). On the other hand, the contextVariable: name=”Time”, 
value=”morning” participates in a number of context instances, each of which is valid 
when the time is morning. These context instances define the context: 
Time=”morning”. The same applies for each “contextVariable” in the modelling 
framework. In the case where a researcher needs to use time-based user micro-
profiles, our framework provides by itself such functionality as follows (suppose time 
is divided to 3 distinct time slots: morning, noon and night): define three context 
variables, one for each time slot: contextVariable: name=”Time” value=”morning”, 
contextVariable: name=”Time” value=”noon”, and contextVariable: name=”Time” 
value=”night”. Each of the three “Time” contextVariable entities corresponds to a 
different context in respect to time: morning, noon and night. For each of the three 
“Time” contextVariable entities, a number of context instances are created which are 
valid for the particular contextVariable’s value. These context instances however, also 
include a “userContext” entity that contains the user context information that is valid 
for the particular context instance, and consequently for the particular time.  In this 
way, user context-aware time-based micro-profiles are automatically constructed 
through the modelling framework. Similarly, by selecting a different context variable 
than time, e.g. season, we can automatically produce context-aware season-based 
micro-profiles of the users (or any other context entity). 

The advantage of using our modelling framework is that, automatically and by 
default, the framework’s context instances define all valid contextual information 
around a fact or event (in the example above around a specific time slot). Hence, by 
using the framework, a researcher is given the opportunity to explore more easily and 
straightforward the benefits of context-awareness, as in the example above where 
time-based user micro-profiles are automatically created through the framework.  
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5 Conclusions and Future Work 

After confirming that no existing work attempts to define a generic contextual model 
for CARS, in this paper we have proposed such a model in the form of a contextual 
modelling framework and theoretically evaluated it with positive results. As future 
work we will conduct practical evaluation of the modelling framework by applying it 
in real scenarios. To test whether our framework is indeed capable of facilitating any 
CARS, we aim to make the framework publicly available and invite CARS 
developers to use it for their own applications. This will provide us with valuable 
feedback about the framework’s strong, weak points and shortfalls. Moreover, we will 
extend our modelling framework by conceptually modelling functionality (i.e. 
recommendation algorithms) in addition to the context. The goal is to research 
whether by including conceptual sub-models of the various recommendation 
algorithms in the framework the implementation of more efficient CARS can become 
easier for developers and researchers. This can possibly lead to a fully model based 
CARS development, which is a very important concept to be studied. 
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